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ABSTRACT

Palmprint trait is emerging as a new and practical biometric

solution and a few systems using full palmprints have been

proposed. However, partial palmprints left at scenes of crime

have not yet been exploited to recognize and find crime sus-

pects. In this paper, a modified well known algorithm, re-

ferred to as Modified Phase Only Correlation (MPOC) is pro-

posed to match poor quality (degraded) partial palmprints left

by suspects at crime scenes against a full palmprint registered

in a template database. Instead of using the conventional peak

as the matching score between two palmprint images, the ratio

of the conventional peak to the highest peak in the outside-

lobe correlation plane is employed. Experiments were con-

ducted on a generated database of 800 partial palmprints hav-

ing an area less than 25% of that of the full palmprint im-

ages from which blurred and degraded images were created

by adding an intense synthetic Gaussian noise. The results

show that the proposed method yields high recognition per-

formance thus demonstrating its ability to tackle the problem

of identifying low quality partial palmprint images giving an

Equal Error Rate (EER) less than 0.4%.

Index Terms— Partial Palmprint, Phase Only Correla-

tion, Identification

1. INTRODUCTION

Palmprint biometrics deals with automatically recognizing

individuals based on their unique palms features, such as

the principal lines, wrinkles, ridges, minutiae points, singu-

lar points and texture, etc. Extensive work has been carried

out on full to full palmprint matching using a low resolu-

tion palmprint images of less than 150 dpi for commercial

applications such as access control [1][2][3] [4][5]. The ad-

vantages of using low resolution images are usage of low cost

sensor and less memory space as well as low computational

complexity leading to real-time performance. On the other

hand, using high resolution images (500dpi) in this context

has been received little attention [6][7]. However, to the best

of our knowledge only [7] has discussed the problem of using

palmprint for forensic investigation and law enforcement to

identify crime suspects by stating that crime statistics shows

that 25% of crime scenes contain only partial palmprints

[7]. One of the most challenging factors behind using par-

tial palmprint images to automatically recognize a suspect

depends on the accuracy of the matching decision and the

poor quality of the recovered noisy partial palmprints left at

the crime scene. A partial to full palmprint matching sys-

tem has been proposed in [7] and uses the concept of Scale

Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and minutiae features at

the matching process. However, the limitations of this sys-

tem are (i) the minutiae extraction is very difficult in poor

quality noisy images, (ii) the huge number of SIFT keypoints

(around 15,000 in small partial palmprint) make the match-

ing not practical and very complex, and (iii) poor quality

noisy palmprint images were not used in the evaluation of the

algorithm.

In this paper a modified POC based noisy partial to full

palmprint recognition technique is proposed to address the

problem of matching noisy partial palmprint images. POC

is an image matching technique using only the phase com-

ponents of 2D Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFTs) of given

partial palmprint images. This technique was successfully ap-

plied to fingerprint and iris recognition [8][9]. The contribu-

tion of this paper is to demonstrate that this matching tech-

nique can be modified to be highly effective for noisy partial

to full palmprint recognition.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion 2 gives a brief fundamental theory of the POC technique

while section 3 and section 4 detail some properties and the

modified POC. Experimental results are given in section 5.

Finally, a conclusion is drawn in section 6.

2. PHASE ONLY CORRELATION (POC): AN
OVERVIEW

In the Fourier transform domain, the phase has been shown

to be more informative than the spectrum [8][10]. This sec-

tion introduces the fundamental theory of phase based image

matching using the Phase Only Correlation.

Let us consider two palmprint images f1(x, y) and

f2(x, y) with F1(u, v) = A1(u, v)ejθ1(u,v) and F2(u, v) =
A2(u, v)ejθ2(u,v) are their corresponding Fourier transforms,

respectively, where A1,2(u, v) and θ1,2(u, v) are the ampli-

tude and phase components, respectively. The Phase Only
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Fig. 1. POC between identical full and partial palmprint im-

ages

Fig. 2. POC between identical clean full and noisy partial

palmprint images

Correlation function rf1f2(x, y) of the two palmprint images

is given as follows:

rf1f2(x, y) = ϕ−1{ F1(u, v) · F ∗
2 (u, v)

|F1(u, v) · F ∗
2 (u, v)| } (1)

= ϕ−1{ej(θ1(u,v)−θ2(u,v))} (2)

where ϕ−1 denotes the inverse of Fourier transform and

F ∗
2 (u, v) is the complex conjugate of F2(u, v). If the two

palmprint images are similar, their POC function would pro-

duce a distinct sharp peak in the origin. On the other hand,

if the two palmprint images are not similar, the peak value

drops significantly. Therefore, the amplitude of this peak can

be used as an efficient similarity measure for palmprint image

matching.

3. TRANSLATION AND ILLUMINATION
INVARIANCE OF THE POC METHOD

The most remarkable properties of the POC are (i) invariance

to image translation, (ii) invariance to illumination change,

and (iii) immunity against additional noise.

Fig. 3. POC between identical full and partial different palm-

print images

Let us consider f3(x, y) the shifted and scaled image of

f2(x, y) by (x0, y0) and β, respectively. Therefore f3(x, y)
can be written in terms of f2(x, y) as follows:

f3(x, y) = βf2(x − x0, y − y0) (3)

By applying the Fourier transform to Equation (3) the fol-

lowing can be obtained :

F3(u, v) = βe−j2π(x0u−y0v)F2(u, v) (4)

From Equation (5) and Equation (4), the POC function

between f1(x, y) and f3(x, y) can be written as:

rf1f3(x, y) = ϕ−1{e−j2π(x0u−y0v)ej(θ1(u,v)−θ2(u,v))} (5)

= rf1f2(x − x0, y − y0) (6)

The above equation shows that the correlation peak is

shifted by (x0, y0) and its value is invariant to translation

and illumination changes. Fig.2 shows the noise immunity

of the POC where the POC is calculated between a clean full

palmprint image and a partial palmprint images corrupted

with Gaussian noise with zero mean and a standard deviation

of 40. As it can be seen. although the value of the correlation

peak decreases it is still discriminative.

4. PROPOSED MODIFIED PHASE ONLY
CORRELATION (MPOC)

When using POC method the correlation peak value decreases

when the noise energy increase relatively without changing

its shape and location [8]. To enhance the discrimination of

the correlation peak and hence improve its immunity against

noise, an alternative but simple new peak measure is proposed

in this work. The new peak value nrf1f2(x, y) is determined

as the ratio of the main peak inside-lobe of 11× 11 pixel size

at the origin to the highest peak in the remaining Outside-lobe

correlation plane as follows:

nrf1f2(x, y) =
arg max(rf1f2(x, y))

arg max(Outside-lobe)
(7)
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The main idea behind using the highest peak of the

Outside-lobe in equation (7) is to augment the reliability

of the peak discrimination, since the Outside-lobe correlation

plane maintains flat, approximately flat and spurious peaks

in the three following different matching scenarios, respec-

tively: (i) two identical palmprint images (clean partial and

clean full ) (ii) two identical palmprint images (noisy partial

and clean full) (iii) two different palmprint images (clean

partial and clean full) palmprint are matched as can be seen

in figures (1,2 and 3). Therefore, the use of equation (7) en-

sures the maximization of the correlation peak in the genuine

matching case (divide by small value) though it marginally

affects it in the imposter matching case (divide by same value

range).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Partial palmprint samples (a) Full Palmprint, (b)

Partial palmprint, (c) Same partial palmprint corrupted with

Gaussian noise , (d) Same partial palmprint blurred horizon-

tally

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All the experiments are carried out on generated database col-

lected using a live scan scanner. 200 full palmprint have been

captured from 100 persons. Each person has been asked to

provide two images of his right and left hand. The images

have been taken without any control such as illumination vari-

ation, position and noise. Originally, the collected images

were of size (2500 × 2500). However, only the palm area

was considered in the processing. Consequently, the size of

all the images used in the following experiments was reduced

to 1024 × 1024 with 500 dpi resolution. The partial palm-

print images were generated from the full palmprint images

by cropping its quarters. The majority of the quarters repre-

sent less than 25% of the full palmprint area. Two test sets

have been used in the evaluation of the proposed approach.

The first set contains 800 quarters palmprint corrupted by

Gaussian noise of zero mean and standard deviation of 0.04 as

shown in Fig4(c). The second set contains 800 quarters palm-

print blurred horizontally and vertically with a motion of 22

pixels length as shown in Fig4(d). Two different experiments

have been carried on each test set. A matching is considered

correct if the matched partial and full palmprint are found to

originate from same individual, otherwise it is considered in-

correct. A total of 160,000 (200 × 800) matchings have been

performed on each test set. The number of comparisons hav-

ing a correct matching is 800 and the remaining are incorrect.

False Acceptance Rate (FAR), False Rejection Rate (FAR)

and EER are used to measure the system performance.

Figure(5.(a)) depicts the genuine and imposter similarity

distribution using the first test set, as can be seen, both dis-

tributions are very well separated. The Receiver Operating

Characteristics (ROC) curve is also depicted in figure (5.(b))

which is the plot of the FAR and FRR against all possible

operating points. The curve clearly shows that the proposed

technique performs very well, giving an EER (FAR = FRR)

of 0.38% which is clearly very attractive result. The same ex-

periment was conducted on the second test set. Figure(6.(a))

and Figure(6.(b)) depict the similarity distributions and the

ROC curve, respectively. An EER of 0.03% has been obtained

achieving very low error and high Genuine Acceptance Rate

(GAR) (GAR = 1-FRR) of about 100%.

The results fairly show the robustness of the proposed

technique in tackling the problem faced by crime scene inves-

tigators in order to match the left low quality partial palmprint

at crime scene to a reference database.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed an efficient partial to full palmprint

recognition which is not yet exploited by researchers. A

MPOC has been used to match low quality partial palm-

print images to the full once registered in reference database.

The proposed method yields an outstanding performance

and shows high robustness against additive noise and image

blurring.
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